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Frameworks"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Learn iPhone and iPad Programming via Tutorials! If you're new to
iOS and Swift, or to programming in general, learning how to write
an app can seem incredibly overwhelming. That's why you need a
book that: Shows you how to write an app step-by-step Has tons of
illustrations and screenshots to make everything clear Is written in
a fun and easygoing manner! In this book, you will learn how to
make your own iPhone and iPad apps, through a series of four epiclength hands-on tutorials. These hands-on tutorials describe in full
detail how to build a new app from scratch. Four tutorials, four
apps. Each new app will be a little more advanced than the one
before, and together they cover everything you need to know to
make your own apps. By the end of the series you'll be experienced
enough to turn your ideas into real apps that you can sell on the
App Store. Tutorial 1: Bull's Eye. In the first tutorial in the book,
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you'll start off by building a simple but fun game to learn the basics
of iPhone programming. In the process, you'll get familiar with
Xcode, Interface Builder, and Swift in an easygoing manner.
Tutorial 2: Checklists. In the second tutorial in the series, you'll
create your own to-do list app. In the process, you'll learn about the
fundamental design patterns that all iOS apps use and about table
views, navigation controllers and delegates. Now you're making
apps for real! Tutorial 3: MyLocations. In the third tutorial, you'll
develop a location-aware app that lets you keep a list of spots that
you find interesting. In the process, you'll learn about Core
Location, Core Data, Map Kit, and much more! Tutorial 4:
StoreSearch. Mobile apps often need to talk to web services and
that's what you'll do in this final tutorial of the book. You'll make a
stylish app for iPhone and iPad that lets you search for products on
the iTunes store using HTTP requests and JSON. It is my sincere
belief that this series can turn you from a complete newbie into an
accomplished iOS developer, but you do have to put in the time and
effort. By writing this book I've done my part, now it's up to you...
Learn & Master SwiftUI!?Every developer wants to build the most
fluid and engaging declarative UI for their apps with as little code
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as possible. SwiftUI will help you do just that. Learn all the main
concepts through an easy-to-follow tutorials where you'll build apps
that teach you to create modern, responsive UI and animations that
look great on iOS, iPadOS, watchOS, tvOS, and even macOS.?Who
This Book Is For?This book is for intermediate iOS developers who
already know the basics of iOS, and who wish to know everything
there is to know about SwiftUI.?Topics Covered in SwiftUI by
Tutorials?SwiftUI Overview: Learn SwiftUI features, as well as the
differences between Apple ́s platforms with SwiftUI. Customize your
apps for AppKit, UIKit, WatchKit, tvOS, iPadOS and even
Catalyst.Testability: See how to apply UI Testing to your SwiftUI
apps in this very simple, yet powerful course.Controls & User Input:
Learn about controls such as TextField, Button, Toggle, Slider,
Stepper, pickers and many more.State & Data Flow: Learn how to
bind data to the UI, about reactive updates to the UI through state
management, and in-depth usage of the attributes related to
SwiftUI.Accessibility: Learn how to navigate your app with
VoiceOver on an iOS device and use the SwiftUI Accessibility API
attributes to improve your app's accessible UI.Drawing Custom
Graphics & Animations: Create drawings, graphics, animations and
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even view transitions in SwiftUI.macOS: Learn how to create a
document-based Mac app and later start with an existing iOS app
and learn how to re-use code, views and assets for creating a
macOS app.One thing you can count on: After you finish reading
this book, you'll be able to take advantage of the latest and
greatest features of SwiftUI to bring modern declarative UX to your
apps.
If you’re grounded in the basics of Swift, Xcode, and the Cocoa
framework, this book provides a structured explanation of all
essential real-world iOS app components. Through deep exploration
and copious code examples, you’ll learn how to create views,
manipulate view controllers, and add features from iOS
frameworks. Stay up-to-date on iOS 9 innovations, such as the new
layout constraint notation, expanded UIKit dynamics, revised
unwind segues, iPad multitasking, and the Contacts framework. All
example code is available on GitHub for you to download, study,
and run. Create, arrange, draw, layer, and animate views that
respond to touch Use view controllers to manage multiple interface
screens Master interface classes for scroll views, table views, text,
popovers, split views, web views, and controls Dive into frameworks
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for sound, video, maps, and sensors Access user libraries: music,
photos, contacts, and calendar Understand further topics, including
files, networking, and threads
Programming iOS 9
SwiftUI Essentials - iOS 14 Edition
Programming IOS 6
iOS Development with Swift
Rules for Focused Success in a Distracted World
Declarative App Development on the Apple Ecosystem
Harness the power of the latest edition with this in-depth and
comprehensive guide to the Swift language Key Features Fifth edition
of this bestselling book, improved and updated to cover the latest
version of the Swift 5 programming language Get to grips with popular
and modern design techniques to write easy-to-manage Swift code Learn
how to use core Swift features such as concurrency, generics, and copyon-write in your code Book Description Over the years, the Mastering
Swift book has established itself amongst developers as a popular
choice as an in-depth and practical guide to the Swift programming
language. The latest edition is fully updated and revised to cover the
new version: Swift 5. Inside this book, you'll find the key features
of Swift 5 easily explained with complete sets of examples. From the
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basics of the language to popular features such as concurrency,
generics, and memory management, this definitive guide will help you
develop your expertise and mastery of the Swift language. Mastering
Swift 5, Fifth Edition will give you an in-depth knowledge of some of
the most sophisticated elements in Swift development, including
protocol extensions, error handling, and closures. It will guide you
on how to use and apply them in your own projects. Later, you'll see
how to leverage the power of protocol-oriented programming to write
flexible and easier-to-manage code. You will also see how to add the
copy-on-write feature to your custom value types and how to avoid
memory management issues caused by strong reference cycles. What you
will learn Understand core Swift components, including operators,
collections, control flows, and functions Learn how and when to use
classes, structures, and enumerations Understand how to use protocoloriented design with extensions to write easier-to-manage code Use
design patterns with Swift, to solve commonly occurring design
problems Implement copy-on-write for you custom value types to improve
performance Add concurrency to your applications using Grand Central
Dispatch and Operation Queues Implement generics to write flexible and
reusable code Who this book is for This book is for developers who
want to delve into the newest version of Swift. If you are a developer
and learn best by looking at and working with code, then this book is
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for you. A basic understanding of Apple's tools would be beneficial
but not mandatory. All examples should work on the Linux platform as
well.
If you’re grounded in the basics of Swift, Xcode, and the Cocoa
framework, this book provides a structured explanation of all
essential real-world iOS app components. Through deep exploration and
copious code examples, you’ll learn how to create views, manipulate
view controllers, and add features from iOS frameworks. Create,
arrange, draw, layer, and animate views that respond to touch Use view
controllers to manage multiple screens of interface Master interface
classes for scroll views, table views, text, popovers, split views,
web views, and controls Dive into frameworks for sound, video, maps,
and sensors Access user libraries: music, photos, contacts, and
calendar Explore additional topics, including files, networking, and
threads Stay up-to-date on iOS 12 innovations, such as User
Notification framework improvements, as well as changes in Xcode 10
and Swift 4.2. All example code is available on GitHub for you to
download, study, and run. Want to brush up on the basics? Pick up iOS
12 Programming Fundamentals with Swift to learn about Swift, Xcode,
and Cocoa. Together with Programming iOS 12, you’ll gain a solid,
rigorous, and practical understanding of iOS 12 development.
Learn Data Structures & Algorithms in Swift!Data structures and
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algorithms form the basis of computer programming and are the starting
point for anyone looking to become a software engineer. Choosing the
proper data structure and algorithm involves understanding the many
details and trade-offs of using them, which can be time-consuming to
learn - and confusing.This is where this book, Data Structures &
Algorithms in Swift, comes to the rescue! In this book, you'll learn
the nuts and bolts of how fundamental data structures and algorithms
work by using easy-to-follow tutorials loaded with illustrations;
you'll also learn by working in Swift playground code.Who This Book Is
ForThis book is for developers who know the basics of Swift syntax and
want a better theoretical understanding of what data structures and
algorithms are to build more complex programs or ace a whiteboard
interview.Topics Covered in Data Structures & Algorithms in
Swift*Basic data structures and algorithms, including stacks, queues
and linked lists. *How protocols can be used to generalize algorithms.
*How to leverage the algorithms of the Swift standard library with
your own data structures. *Trees, tries and graphs. *Building
algorithms on top of other primitives. *A complete spectrum of sorting
algorithms from simple to advanced. *How to think about algorithmic
complexity. *Finding shortest paths, traversals, subgraphs and much
more.After reading this book, you'll have a solid foundation on data
structures and algorithms and be ready to solve more complex problems
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in your apps elegantly.
Get the hands-on experience you need to program for the iPhone and
iPod Touch. With this easy-to-follow guide, you'll build several
sample applications by learning how to use Xcode tools, the ObjectiveC programming language, and the core frameworks. Before you know it,
you'll not only have the skills to develop your own apps, you'll know
how to sail through the process of submitting apps to the iTunes App
Store. Whether you're a developer new to Mac programming or an
experienced Mac developer ready to tackle the iPhone and iPod Touch,
Learning iPhone Programming will give you a head start on building
market-ready iPhone apps. Start using Xcode right away, and learn how
to work with Interface Builder Take advantage of model-view-controller
(MVC) architecture with Objective-C Build a data-entry interface, and
learn how to parse and store the data you receive Solve typical
problems while building a variety of challenging sample apps
Understand the demands and details of App Store and ad hoc
distribution Use iPhone's accelerometer, proximity sensor, GPS,
digital compass, and camera Integrate your app with iPhone's
preference pane, media playback, and more
Advanced IOS App Architecture (Third Edition)
Deep dive into the latest edition of the Swift programming language,
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5th Edition
A Guide to Ubuntu 20.04 Desktop and Server Editions
The Big Nerd Ranch Guide
Solutions and Examples for iOS Apps

Through deep exploration and copious code examples, you'll learn how to create views,
manipulate view controllers, and add features from iOS frameworks.
Move into iOS development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals, including the Xcode 9
IDE, Cocoa Touch, and the latest version of Apple’s acclaimed programming language, Swift 4.
With this thoroughly updated guide, you’ll learn the Swift language, understand Apple’s Xcode
development tools, and discover the Cocoa framework. Explore Swift’s object-oriented concepts
Become familiar with built-in Swift types Dive deep into Swift objects, protocols, and generics
Tour the lifecycle of an Xcode project Learn how nibs are loaded Understand Cocoa’s eventdriven design Communicate with C and Objective-C In this edition, catch up on the latest iOS
programming features. Multiline strings and improved dictionaries Object serialization Key
paths and key–value observing Expanded git integration Code refactoring And more!
Advanced Swift takes you through Swift's features, from low-level programming to high-level
abstractions. In this book, we'll write about advanced concepts in Swift programming. If you
have read the Swift Programming Guide, and want to explore more, this book is for you. Swift is
a great language for systems programming, but also lends itself for very high-level
programming. We'll explore both high-level topics (for example, programming with generics
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and protocols), as well as low-level topics (for example, wrapping a C library and string
internals).
A step-by-step guide to learning iOS app development and exploring the latest Apple
development tools Key FeaturesExplore the latest features of Xcode 11 and the Swift 5
programming language in this updated fourth editionKick-start your iOS programming career
and have fun building your own iOS appsDiscover the new features of iOS 13 such as Dark
Mode, iPad apps for Mac, SwiftUI, and moreBook Description iOS 13 comes with features
ranging from Dark Mode and Catalyst through to SwiftUI and Sign In with Apple. If you're a
beginner and are looking to experiment and work with these features to create your own apps,
then this updated fourth edition gets you off to a strong start. The book offers a comprehensive
introduction for programmers who are new to iOS, covering the entire process of learning the
Swift language, writing your own apps, and publishing them on the App Store. This edition is
updated and revised to cover the new iOS 13 features along with Xcode 11 and Swift 5. The
book starts with an introduction to the Swift programming language, and how to accomplish
common programming tasks with it. You'll then start building the user interface (UI) of a
complete real-world app, using the latest version of Xcode, and also implement the code for
views, view controllers, data managers, and other aspects of mobile apps. The book will then
help you apply the latest iOS 13 features to existing apps, along with introducing you to
SwiftUI, a new way to design UIs. Finally, the book will take you through setting up testers for
your app, and what you need to do to publish your app on the App Store. By the end of this
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book, you'll be well versed with how to write and publish apps, and will be able to apply the
skills you've gained to enhance your apps. What you will learnGet to grips with the
fundamentals of Xcode 11 and Swift 5, the building blocks of iOS developmentUnderstand how
to prototype an app using storyboardsDiscover the Model-View-Controller design pattern, and
how to implement the desired functionality within the appImplement the latest iOS features such
as Dark Mode and Sign In with AppleUnderstand how to convert an existing iPad app into a
Mac appDesign, deploy, and test your iOS applications with industry patterns and practicesWho
this book is for This book is for anyone who has programming experience but is completely new
to Swift and iOS app development. Experienced programmers looking to explore the latest iOS
13 features will also find this book useful.
Reactive Programming with Swift
Solutions and Examples for IOS Apps
Ubuntu 20.04 Essentials
RxSwift (Fourth Edition)
iOS 15 Programming Fundamentals with Swift
Learning iPhone Programming
Harness the power of the latest edition with this in-depth and
comprehensive guide to the Swift language Key FeaturesFifth
edition of this bestselling book, improved and updated to cover
the latest version of the Swift 5 programming languageGet to
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grips with popular and modern design techniques to write easy-tomanage Swift codeLearn how to use core Swift features such as
concurrency, generics, and copy-on-write in your codeBook
Description Over the years, the Mastering Swift book has
established itself amongst developers as a popular choice as an
in-depth and practical guide to the Swift programming language.
The latest edition is fully updated and revised to cover the new
version: Swift 5. Inside this book, you'll find the key features
of Swift 5 easily explained with complete sets of examples. From
the basics of the language to popular features such as
concurrency, generics, and memory management, this definitive
guide will help you develop your expertise and mastery of the
Swift language. Mastering Swift 5, Fifth Edition will give you
an in-depth knowledge of some of the most sophisticated elements
in Swift development, including protocol extensions, error
handling, and closures. It will guide you on how to use and
apply them in your own projects. Later, you'll see how to
leverage the power of protocol-oriented programming to write
flexible and easier-to-manage code. You will also see how to add
the copy-on-write feature to your custom value types and how to
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avoid memory management issues caused by strong reference
cycles. What you will learnUnderstand core Swift components,
including operators, collections, control flows, and
functionsLearn how and when to use classes, structures, and
enumerationsUnderstand how to use protocol-oriented design with
extensions to write easier-to-manage codeUse design patterns
with Swift, to solve commonly occurring design problemsImplement
copy-on-write for you custom value types to improve
performanceAdd concurrency to your applications using Grand
Central Dispatch and Operation QueuesImplement generics to write
flexible and reusable codeWho this book is for This book is for
developers who want to delve into the newest version of Swift.
If you are a developer and learn best by looking at and working
with code, then this book is for you. A basic understanding of
Apple's tools would be beneficial but not mandatory. All
examples should work on the Linux platform as well.
If you’re grounded in the basics of Swift, Xcode, and the Cocoa
framework, this book provides a structured explanation of all
essential real-world iOS app components. Through deep
exploration and copious code examples, you’ll learn how to
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create views, manipulate view controllers, and add features from
iOS frameworks. Create, arrange, draw, layer, and animate views
that respond to touch Use view controllers to manage multiple
screens of interface Master interface classes for scroll views,
table views, text, popovers, split views, web views, and
controls Dive into frameworks for sound, video, maps, and
sensors Access user libraries: music, photos, contacts, and
calendar Explore additional topics, including files, networking,
and threads Stay up-to-date on iOS 11 innovations, such as: Drag
and drop Autolayout changes (including the new safe area)
Stretchable navigation bars Table cell swipe buttons Dynamic
type improvements Offline sound file rendering, image picker
controller changes, new map annotation types, and more All
example code (now rewritten in Swift 4) is available on GitHub
for you to download, study, and run. Want to brush up on the
basics? Pick up iOS 11 Programming Fundamentals with Swift to
learn about Swift, Xcode, and Cocoa. Together with Programming
iOS 11, you’ll gain a solid, rigorous, and practical
understanding of iOS 11 development.
Learn Reactive Programming in Swift with RxSwift!The popularity
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of reactive programming continues to grow on an every-increasing
number of platforms and languages. Rx lets developers easily and
quickly build apps with code that can be understood by other Rx
developers - even over different platforms.Not only will you
learn how to use the RxSwift port to create complex reactive
applications on iOS, you'll also see how to easily solve common
application design issues by using RxSwift. Finally you'll
discover how to exercise full control over the library and
leverage the full power of reactive programming in your
apps.This books is for iOS developers who already feel
comfortable with iOS and Swift, and want to dive deep into
development with RxSwift.Topics Covered in RxSwift:- Getting
Started: Get an introduction to the reactive programming
paradigm, learn the terminology involved and see how to begin
using RxSwift in your projects.- Event Management: Learn how to
handle asynchronous event sequences via two key concepts in Rx Observables and Observers.- Being Selective: See how to work
with various events using concepts such as filtering,
transforming, combining, and time operators.- UI Development:
RxSwift makes it easy to work with UI of your apps using
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RXCocoa, which provides integration of both UIKit and Cocoa.Intermediate Topics: Level up your RxSwift knowledge with
chapters on reactive networking, multi-threading, and error
handling.And much, much more!By the end of this book, you'll
have hands-on experience solving common issues in a reactive
paradigm - and you'l be well on your way to coming up with your
own Rx patterns and solutions!
The goal of this book is to teach the skills necessary to build
iOS 14 applications using SwiftUI, Xcode 12 and the Swift 5.3
programming language. Beginning with the basics, this book
provides an outline of the steps necessary to set up an iOS
development environment together with an introduction to the use
of Swift Playgrounds to learn and experiment with Swift. The
book also includes in-depth chapters introducing the Swift 5.3
programming language including data types, control flow,
functions, object-oriented programming, property wrappers and
error handling. An introduction to the key concepts of SwiftUI
and project architecture is followed by a guided tour of Xcode
in SwiftUI development mode. The book also covers the creation
of custom SwiftUI views and explains how these views are
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combined to create user interface layouts including the use of
stacks, frames and forms. Other topics covered include data
handling using state properties in addition to observable, state
and environment objects, as are key user interface design
concepts such as modifiers, lists, tabbed views, context menus,
user interface navigation, and outline groups. The book also
includes chapters covering graphics drawing, user interface
animation, view transitions and gesture handling, WidgetKit,
document-based apps and SiriKit integration. Chapters are also
provided explaining how to integrate SwiftUI views into existing
UIKit-based projects and explains the integration of UIKit code
into SwiftUI. Finally, the book explains how to package up a
completed app and upload it to the App Store for publication.
Along the way, the topics covered in the book are put into
practice through detailed tutorials, the source code for which
is also available for download. The aim of this book, therefore,
is to teach you the skills necessary to build your own apps for
iOS 14 using SwiftUI. Assuming you are ready to download the iOS
14 SDK and Xcode 12 and have an Apple Mac system you are ready
to get started.
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Programming IOS 13
IOS 11 Programming Fundamentals with Swift
Real-World App Architecture in Swift
Deep Work
iOS 13 Programming for Beginners
iOS 14 Programming Fundamentals with Swift

If you're grounded in the basics of Swift, Xcode, and the Cocoa
framework, this book provides a structured explanation of all essential
real-world iOS app components. Through deep exploration and copious
code examples, you'll learn how to create views, manipulate view
controllers, and add features from iOS frameworks. Create, arrange,
draw, layer, and animate views that respond to touch Use view
controllers to manage multiple screens of interface Master interface
classes for scroll views, table views, text, popovers, split views, web
views, and controls Dive into frameworks for sound, video, maps, and
sensors Access user libraries: music, photos, contacts, and calendar
Explore additional topics, including files, networking, and threads.
Based on Big Nerd Ranch’s popular iPhone Bootcamp class, iPhone
Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide leads you through the
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essential tools and techniques for developing applications for the
iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. In each chapter, you will learn
programming concepts and apply them immediately as you build an
application or enhance one from a previous chapter. These
applications have been carefully designed and tested to teach the
associated concepts and to provide practice working with the standard
development tools Xcode, Interface Builder, and Instruments. The
guide’s learn-while-doing approach delivers the practical knowledge
and experience you need to design and build real-world applications.
Here are some of the topics covered: Dynamic interfaces with
animation Using the camera and photo library User location and
mapping services Accessing accelerometer data Handling multi-touch
gestures Navigation and tabbed applications Tables and creating
custom rows Multiple ways of storing and loading data: archiving,
Core Data, SQLite Communicating with web services
ALocalization/Internationalization "After many 'false starts' with other
iPhone development books, these clear and concise tutorials made the
concepts gel for me. This book is a definite must have for any budding
iPhone developer." –Peter Watling, New Zealand, Developer of
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BubbleWrap
Arguably one of the most highly regarded and widely used enterprise
level operating systems available today is the Ubuntu 20.04
distribution. Not only is it considered to be among the most stable and
reliable operating systems, it is also backed by the considerable
resources and technical skills of Canonical, Ltd. Ubuntu 20.04
Essentials is designed to provide detailed information on the
installation, use and administration of the Ubuntu 20.04 distribution.
For beginners, the book covers topics such as operating system
installation, the basics of the GNOME desktop environment,
configuring email and web servers and installing packages and system
updates. Additional installation topics such as dual booting with
Microsoft Windows are also covered, together with all important
security topics such as configuring a firewall and user and group
administration. For the experienced user, topics such as remote
desktop access, the Cockpit web interface, logical volume management
(LVM), disk partitioning, swap management, KVM virtualization,
Secure Shell (SSH), Linux Containers and file sharing using both
Samba and NFS are covered in detail to provide a thorough overview of
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this enterprise class operating system.
If you’re grounded in the basics of Swift, Xcode, and the Cocoa
framework, this book provides a structured explanation of all essential
real-world iOS app components. Through deep exploration and copious
code examples, you’ll learn how to create views, manipulate view
controllers, and add features from iOS frameworks. Create, arrange,
draw, layer, and animate views that respond to touch Use view
controllers to manage multiple screens of interface Master interface
classes for scroll views, table views, collection views, text, popovers,
split views, web views, and controls Dive into frameworks for sound,
video, maps, and sensors Access user libraries: music, photos,
contacts, and calendar Explore additional topics, including files,
networking, and threads Stay up-to-date on iOS 14 innovations, such
as: Control action closures and menus Table view cell configuration
objects Collection view lists and outlines New split view controller
architecture Pointer customization on iPad New photo picker and
limited photos authorization Reduced accuracy location Color picker,
new page control behavior, revised date pickers, and more! Want to
brush up on the basics? Pick up iOS 14 Programming Fundamentals
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with Swift to learn about Swift, Xcode, and Cocoa. Together with
Programming iOS 14, you’ll gain a solid, rigorous, and practical
understanding of iOS 14 development.
IOS 10 Swift Programming Cookbook
Dive Deep into Views, View Controllers, and Frameworks
From Xcode to App Store
Mastering Swift 5
IOS Apprentice
Creative Selection
Move into iOS development by getting a firm grasp of its
fundamentals, including the Xcode 9 IDE, Cocoa Touch, and the
latest version of Apple’s acclaimed programming language, Swift 4.
With this thoroughly updated guide, you’ll learn the Swift language,
understand Apple’s Xcode development tools, and discover the
Cocoa framework. Explore Swift’s object-oriented concepts; become
familiar with built-in Swift types; dive deep into Swift objects,
protocols, and generics; tour the lifecycle of an Xcode project; learn
how nibs are loaded; understand Cocoa’s event-driven design; and
communicate with C and Objective-C. In this edition, catch up on
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the latest iOS programming features: Multiline strings and
improved dictionaries, object serialization, key paths and key–value
observing, expanded git integration, code refactoring, and more!
Once you master the fundamentals, you’ll be ready to tackle the
details of iOS app development with author Matt Neuburg’s
companion guide, Programming iOS 11.
Summary iOS Development with Swift is a hands-on guide to
creating apps for iPhone and iPad using the Swift language. Inside,
you'll be guided through every step of the process for building an
app, from first idea to App Store. This book fully covers Swift 4,
Xcode 9, and iOS 1. Our video course, iOS Development with Swift
in Motion, is the perfect companion to this book, featuring even
more projects and examples for you to dig into in the exciting world
of iOS development. Find out more at our website:
www.manning.com/livevideo/ios-development-with-swift-lv
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and
ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology One
billion iPhone users are waiting for the next amazing app. It's time
for you to build it! Apple's Swift language makes iOS development
easier than ever, offering modern language features, seamless
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integration with all iOS libraries, and the top-notch Xcode
development environment. And with this book, you'll get started
fast. About the Book iOS Development with Swift is a hands-on
guide to creating iOS apps. It takes you through the experience of
building an app—from idea to App Store. After setting up your dev
environment, you'll learn the basics by experimenting in Swift
playgrounds. Then you'll build a simple app layout, adding features
like animations and UI widgets. Along the way, you'll retrieve,
format, and display data; interact with the camera and other device
features; and touch on cloud and networking basics. What's Inside
Create adaptive layouts Store and manage data Learn to write and
debug Swift code Publish to the App Store Covers Swift 4, Xcode 9,
and iOS 11 About the Reader Written for intermediate web or
mobile developers. No prior experience with Swift assumed. About
the Author Craig Grummitt is a successful developer, instructor, and
mentor. His iOS apps have had over 100,000 downloads combined!
Table of Contents PART 1 - INTRODUCING XCODE AND SWIFT Your
first iOS application Introduction to Swift playgrounds Swift objects
PART 2 - BUILDING YOUR INTERFACE View controllers, views, and
outlets User interaction Adaptive layout More adaptive layout
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Keyboard notifications, animation, and scrolling PART 3 - BUILDING
YOUR APP Tables and navigation Collections, searching, sorting,
and tab bars Local data persistence Data persistence in iCloud
Graphics and media Networking Debugging and testing PART 4 FINALIZING YOUR APP Distributing your app What's next?
"A comprehensive guide to building, packaging, and
distribution"--Cover.
If you’re grounded in the basics of Swift, Xcode, and the Cocoa
framework, this book provides a structured explanation of all
essential real-world iOS app components. Through deep exploration
and copious code examples, you’ll learn how to create views,
manipulate view controllers, and add features from iOS
frameworks. Create, arrange, draw, layer, and animate views that
respondto touch Use view controllers to manage multiple screens of
interface Master interface classes for scroll views, table views,
text,popovers, split views, web views, and controls Dive into
frameworks for sound, video, maps, and sensors Access user
libraries: music, photos, contacts, and calendar Explore files,
networking, and threads Stay up-to-date on iOS 13 innovations,
such as: Symbol images Light and dark mode Sheet presentation
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Diffable data sources and compositional layout Context menus and
previews Window scene delegates and multiple windows on iPad
Want to brush up on the basics? Pick up iOS 13 Programming
Fundamentals with Swiftto learn about Swift, Xcode, and Cocoa.
Together with Programming iOS 13, you’ll gaina solid, rigorous, and
practical understanding of iOS 13 development.
Data Structures & Algorithms in Swift (Fourth Edition)
Dive Deep Into Views, View Controllers, and Frameworks
Get started with building iOS apps with Swift 5 and Xcode 11, 4th
Edition
IOS 13 & Swift 5 Programming
Multithreading in Swift with GCD and Operations
Programming iOS 14

Make Delightful Animations with Swift! There's no denying it:
creating animations is one of the most enjoyable parts of iOS
development. Animations are fun to create, they breathe life into your
user interface, and they make your app a delight to use. In this book,
you'll learn about iOS animation in Swift from beginning to advanced
through a series of hands-on tutorials and challenges, that make your
app look and feel great. Who This Book Is For This book is for
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intermediate to advanced developers, who already know the basics of
iOS and Swift development and want to dive deep into animations.
Topics Covered in iOS Animations by Tutorials: View Animations:
Start with the basics by learning how to animate views: size, position,
color, and more. Springs: Make your animations bounce with realistic
spring behavior. Transitions: Add subtle transitions when you add or
remove subviews. Keyframe Animations: Learn how to make complex
animations with precise multi-stage timing. Animation and Auto
Layout: Learn how to animate with Auto Layout by animating
constraints. Layer Animations: Dive deeper and use layer animation
for more advanced techniques. Shapes and Masks: Learn how to use
shapes and layer masks for cool effects. Gradient Animations: Make
moving gradients like the "slide to unlock" screen. Stroke and Path
Animations: Animate lines moving over time along a path. 3D
Animations: Rotate, translate, and scale your layers over time in three
dimensions. And much more, including: Particle emitters, frame
animations, third party animation libraries, and more!
And ConclusionChapter 2. Functions; Function Parameters and
Return Value; Void Return Type and Parameters; Function Signature;
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External Parameter Names; Overloading; Default Parameter Values;
Variadic Parameters; Ignored Parameters; Modifiable Parameters;
Function In Function; Recursion; Function As Value; Anonymous
Functions; Define-and-Call; Closures; How Closures Improve Code;
Function Returning Function; Closure Setting a Captured Variable;
Closure Preserving Its Captured Environment; Curried Functions;
Chapter 3. Variables and Simple Types; Variable Scope and Lifetime.
Move into iOS development by getting a firm grasp of its
fundamentals, including the Xcode 12 IDE, Cocoa Touch, and the
latest version of Apple’s acclaimed programming language, Swift 5.3.
With this thoroughly updated guide, you’ll learn the Swift language,
understand Apple’s Xcode development tools, and discover the Cocoa
framework. Become familiar with built-in Swift types Dive deep into
Swift objects, protocols, and generics Tour the life cycle of an Xcode
project Learn how nibs are loaded Understand Cocoa’s event-driven
design Communicate with C and Objective-C In this edition, catch up
on the latest iOS programming features: Multiple trailing closures
Code editor document tabs New Simulator features Resources in Swift
packages Logging and testing improvements And more! Once you
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master the fundamentals, you’ll be ready to tackle the details of iOS
app development with author Matt Neuburg’s companion guide,
Programming iOS 14.
Provides information on using iOS 6 to create applications for the
iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch.
iPhone Programming
IOS 9 Programming Fundamentals with Swift
Swift, Xcode, and Cocoa Basics
Beginning IOS Development with Swift
Implementing Practical Data Structures with Swift
Concurrency by Tutorials (Second Edition)
Move into iOS development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals,
including the Xcode 13 IDE, Cocoa Touch, and the latest version of
Apple's acclaimed programming language, Swift 5.5. With this thoroughly
updated guide, you'll learn the Swift language, understand Apple's Xcode
development tools, and discover the Cocoa framework. Explore Swift's
object-oriented concepts Become familiar with built-in Swift types Dive
deep into Swift objects, protocols, and generics Tour the life cycle of an
Xcode project Learn how nibs are loaded Understand Cocoa's eventPage 30/40
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driven design Communicate with C and Objective-C In this edition, catch
up on the latest iOS programming features: Structured concurrency:
async/await, tasks, and actors Swift native formatters and attributed
strings Lazy locals and throwing getters Enhanced collections with the
Swift Algorithms and Collections packages Xcode tweaks: column
breakpoints, package collections, and Info.plist build settings
Improvements in Git integration, localization, unit testing, documentation,
and distribution And more!
Move into iOS development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals,
including the Xcode 10 IDE, Cocoa Touch, and the latest version of
Apple’s acclaimed programming language, Swift 5. With this thoroughly
updated guide, you’ll learn the Swift language, understand Apple’s Xcode
development tools, and discover the Cocoa framework. Explore Swift’s
object-oriented concepts Become familiar with built-in Swift types Dive
deep into Swift objects, protocols, and generics Tour the lifecycle of an
Xcode project Learn how nibs are loaded Understand Cocoa’s eventdriven design Communicate with C and Objective-C Once you master the
fundamentals, you’ll be ready to tackle the details of iOS app
development with author Matt Neuburg’s companion guide, Programming
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iOS 13.
* WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER * An insider's account of
Apple's creative process during the golden years of Steve Jobs.
Hundreds of millions of people use Apple products every day; several
thousand work on Apple's campus in Cupertino, California; but only a
handful sit at the drawing board. Creative Selection recounts the life of
one of the few who worked behind the scenes, a highly-respected
software engineer who worked in the final years of the Steve Jobs
era—the Golden Age of Apple. Ken Kocienda offers an inside look at
Apple’s creative process. For fifteen years, he was on the ground floor
of the company as a specialist, directly responsible for experimenting
with novel user interface concepts and writing powerful, easy-to-use
software for products including the iPhone, the iPad, and the Safari web
browser. His stories explain the symbiotic relationship between software
and product development for those who have never dreamed of
programming a computer, and reveal what it was like to work on the
cutting edge of technology at one of the world's most admired companies.
Kocienda shares moments of struggle and success, crisis and
collaboration, illuminating each with lessons learned over his Apple
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career. He introduces the essential elements of innovation—inspiration,
collaboration, craft, diligence, decisiveness, taste, and empathy—and uses
these as a lens through which to understand productive work culture. An
insider's tale of creativity and innovation at Apple, Creative Selection
shows readers how a small group of people developed an evolutionary
design model, and how they used this methodology to make
groundbreaking and intuitive software which countless millions use every
day.
Apply Different Architectures to Your Codebase! Advanced iOS App
Architecture guides you through building one real-world app written in
different architectures to give you hands-on and practical experience
working in different architectures. This book will also guide you through
the theory you need to gain a solid foundation of architecture concepts
so that you can make your own informed decisions on how to use them in
your codebase. Who This Book Is For This book is for intermediate iOS
developers who already know the basics of iOS and are looking to build
apps using defined architectures, making apps cleaner and easier to
maintain. Topics Covered in Advanced iOS App Architecture Navigating
Architecture Topics: Learn the theory behind various architectures to
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help inform which works best for you in different situations you may
face. Managing Dependencies: Learn how to manage dependencies both
internally and externally within your app. MVVM Architecture: Explore
the history of the MVVM architecture and begin building KOOBER - the
book's project app - using MVVM principles. Redux Architecture:
Explore the history of the Redux architecture and continue building
KOOBER using Redux principles. Elements Architecture: Explore the
history of the Elements architecture and continue building KOOBER using
Elements principles. SwiftUI: Explore SwiftUI and find out how to adapt
existing application architectures for use with SwiftUI. After reading this
book, you'll have the knowledge to decide which types of architecture
components suit your apps and you'll have a deep understanding of the
covered architectures. About the iOS Architecture Team The
architecture team is a group of seasoned developers who work for large
multi-national companies who deal with large and diverse code bases on
a daily basis. The knowledge procured over years of development is now
being transferred to you through book. We hope you enjoy the book and,
hopefully, you'll apply some of the architectures you've learned to your
own apps
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Inside Apple's Design Process During the Golden Age of Steve Jobs
The Truth is Funny, shift happens...
Programming iOS 11
Advanced Swift
A Comprehensive Guide to Building, Packaging, and Distribution
Programming IOS 11
Summary Now updated for Swift 5! Swift is more than just a fun language to build iOS
applications with. It features a host of powerful tools that, if effectively used, can help
you create even better apps with clean, crystal-clear code and awesome features. Swift
in Depth is designed to help you unlock these tools and quirks and get developing nextgen apps, web services, and more! Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in
PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology It's
fun to create your first toy iOS or Mac app in Swift. Writing secure, reliable,
professional-grade software is a different animal altogether. The Swift language
includes an amazing set of high-powered features, and it supports a wide range of
programming styles and techniques. You just have to roll up your sleeves and learn
Swift in depth. About the Book Swift in Depth guides you concept by concept through
the skills you need to build professional software for Apple platforms, such as iOS and
Mac; also on the server with Linux. By following the numerous concrete examples,
enlightening explanations, and engaging exercises, you'll finally grok powerful
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techniques like generics, efficient error handling, protocol-oriented programming, and
advanced Swift patterns. Author Tjeerd in 't Veen reveals the high-value, difficult-todiscover Swift techniques he's learned through his own hard-won experience. What's
inside Covers Swift 5 Writing reusable code with generics Iterators, sequences, and
collections Protocol-oriented programming Understanding map, flatMap, and
compactMap Asynchronous error handling with ResultBest practices in Swift About
the Reader Written for advanced-beginner and intermediate-level Swift programmers.
About the Author Tjeerd in 't Veen is a senior software engineer and architect in the
mobile division of a large international banking firm. Table of Contents Introducing
Swift in depth Modeling data with enums Writing cleaner properties Making optionals
second nature Demystifying initializers Effortless error handling Generics Putting the
pro in protocol-oriented programming Iterators, sequences, and collections
Understanding map, flatMap, and compactMap Asynchronous error handling with
Result Protocol extensions Swift patterns Delivering quality Swift code Where to Swift
from here
Read the Wall Street Journal Bestseller for "cultivating intense focus" for fast, powerful
performance results for achieving success and true meaning in one's professional life
(Adam Grant, author of Give and Take). Deep work is the ability to focus without
distraction on a cognitively demanding task. It's a skill that allows you to quickly
master complicated information and produce better results in less time. Deep Work
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will make you better at what you do and provide the sense of true fulfillment that
comes from craftsmanship. In short, deep work is like a super power in our
increasingly competitive twenty-first century economy. And yet, most people have lost
the ability to go deep-spending their days instead in a frantic blur of e-mail and social
media, not even realizing there's a better way. In Deep Work, author and professor Cal
Newport flips the narrative on impact in a connected age. Instead of arguing
distraction is bad, he instead celebrates the power of its opposite. Dividing this book
into two parts, he first makes the case that in almost any profession, cultivating a deep
work ethic will produce massive benefits. He then presents a rigorous training
regimen, presented as a series of four "rules," for transforming your mind and habits
to support this skill. 1. Work Deeply 2. Embrace Boredom 3. Quit Social Media 4. Drain
the Shallows A mix of cultural criticism and actionable advice, Deep Work takes the
reader on a journey through memorable stories-from Carl Jung building a stone tower
in the woods to focus his mind, to a social media pioneer buying a round-trip business
class ticket to Tokyo to write a book free from distraction in the air-and no-nonsense
advice, such as the claim that most serious professionals should quit social media and
that you should practice being bored. Deep Work is an indispensable guide to anyone
seeking focused success in a distracted world. An Amazon Best Book of 2016 Pick in
Business & Leadership Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller A Business Book of the
Week at 800-CEO-READ
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iOS 11, Swift 4, and Xcode 9 provide many new APIs for iOS developers. With this
cookbook, you ll learn more than 170 proven solutions for tackling the latest
features in iOS 11 and watchOS 4, including new ways to use Swift and Xcode to make
your day-to-day app development life easier. This collection of code-rich recipes also
gets you up to speed on continuous delivery and continuous integration systems. Ideal
for intermediate and advanced iOS developers looking to work with the newest version
of iOS, these recipes include reusable code on GitHub, so you can put them to work in
your project right away. Among the topics covered in this book: New features in Swift
4 and Xcode 9 Tools for continuous delivery and continuous integration Snapshot
testing and test automation Creating document-based applications Updated Map view
and Core Location features iOS 11 s Security and Password Autofill Data storage
with Apple s Core Data Creating lively user interfaces with UI Dynamics Building
iMessage applications and sticker packages Integrating Siri into your apps with Siri Kit
Creating fascinating apps for Apple Watch
Learning to code can be tough, let alone figuring out how to build and publish iOS
apps. iOS 13 & Swift 5 Programming is designed to be the ultimate beginner
programming guide. We take you from knowing absolutely nothing about code and
iOS development, and turn you into an app developer. You'll start off by learning the
basics of the Swift programming language. Then you will move on to more complex
topics such as Object-oriented Programming and Model View Controller.After you
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have learned the basics of programming, you will dive in to iOS development by
building your very first app. As the chapters progress you will build more complex
iPhone and iPad apps, working with tools and frameworks such as Maps, Core Data,
Networking, Gestures, and more.The book is rich with projects and exercises to help
you reinforce what you have learned. By the end of the book you will have built
multiple apps and you will have to skills to develop and publish your very own iOS
apps to the Apple App Store.This book is based on the highly popular courses created
by Devslopes that have been watched by over 350,000 students worldwide. The need
for iOS developers has never been greater and this book could help you build your
first app or land your dream job.
Programming IOS 12
iOS 13 Programming Fundamentals with Swift
Programming iOS 12
SwiftUI by Tutorials (Fourth Edition)
iOS 11 Swift Programming Cookbook
Programming iOS 13

Completely rewritten in Swift and with more than 50 new recipes, this new edition
presents dozens of solutions to common problems that face iOS developers. Thoroughly
updated for the iOS 10 SDK, each recipe in the book starts with a problem and offers
solutions with example code. You’ll also get a comprehensive discussion on how to
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apply the solutions, including the tradeoffs involved. The recipes in the third edition
provide solutions to problems faced by beginners, as well as intermediate and advanced
iOS developers.
IOS Animations by Tutorials (Sixth Edition): Setting Swift in Motion
Swift in Depth
Essential IOS Build and Release
Learn to Develop iOS Apps Using SwiftUI, Swift 5 and Xcode 12
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